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Abstract
An increasing number of home automation
systems using wireless devices compete for the
radio access in the same space and time. Lately,
a stressing trend consists of aggregating home
automation systems to save energy consumption,
while at the same time avoiding wireless interference. This article proposes virtualization, open
software deployment, and separation of radio
and higher layers as the response to the increasing expandability of home automation systems
combined with the increasing number of technologies for connecting wireless devices. A system
has been developed, containing three different
technologies: ZigBee, Idsecom, and 6LoWPAN
simultaneously working over a virtualization platform with access to a common antenna. The evaluation tests performed on the system validate the
solution and separately show the performance
capacity of virtualization platform, software
(ZigBee, Idsecom and 6LoWPAN) nodes, and
802.15.4 wireless antennas.
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The atomicity of the Internet of Things (IoT)
has arisen to handle energy efficiency and adaptability requirements, as well as interoperability,
scalability, and extendibility challenges. In home
automation systems (HASs), this atomicity has
brought a high number of gateways permanently
connected to the electrical current and competing for the radio access. The competition will
dramatically rise with the introduction of Thread,
which is an incoming technology for HAS applications based on the 6LoWPAN protocol created
by outstanding technological companies coordinated by Google Inc. Thread is called to compete
with ZigBee and Z-Ware (popular in the United
States), but at the same time, they will coexist
together in many spaces, creating cross-technology interference. The cross-technology interference in the so-called unlicensed spectrum range
is an old research problem, which is only partially
solved thanks to, among others, dynamic channel
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selection. A good survey for understanding the
problem of cohabitation of different technologies was presented by Yang, Xu, and Gidlund in
[1]. The current trend in IoT centers is associated with integrated scenarios and systems toward
creating steady platforms that are capable to
synchronize different applications. At the sensor
level, integration of existing solutions may avoid
interference in the radio, as well as increasing
simplicity by reducing the number of sensors fulfilling similar operations. Several solutions have
been deployed to integrate different IoT technologies in HASs. Wibutler [2] joins together
ZigBee, Enocean, Z-wave, and Bluetooth. The
drawback of such a solution is the limitations of
the functionalities to be performed by Wibutler,
since it operates with an evolving closed source
application. Other systems such as Connected
Home Hub mydlink Home [3] and Samsung’s
Comcast Xfinity [4] work with a reduced number
of devices (of several technologies), which are
well known by the developers of the platforms.
The current integrative platforms present
closed solutions with applications hardly extendable (by third parties), which creates utilization
boundaries, as also pointed out in [5]. Different
investigations try to break the closed approach
of HAS solutions at different levels. An interesting approach is RIOT [6], which is an open
source operating system that should be the base
for all the IoT technologies and applications. A
similar approach is UBOS [7], a Linux (open
source) “distro” that runs on IoT-specific gateways for running users’ personal services, without the necessity for commercial wizards and
applications. The major issue of the aforementioned approaches is the necessity of adapting
the existing commercial solutions, which seems
an unattainable task. In this article, different
technologies are proposed to be integrated into
a programmable virtualized platform. All the
technologies are developed as virtual machines
(VMs) in the platform, and they share computing resources as well as radio access (one unique
802.15.4 antenna for all the technologies). This
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Figure 1. Integrated platform: block diagram.
way, many small devices used in HASs for communication with the sensors may be supplanted
by one unique device with one antenna. The proposed system provides the following main benefits:
• It is fully programmable and may easily be
extendable to new technologies, thanks to virtualization.
• It has reduced costs thanks to the simplicity of
the hardware and “softwarization” of most of
the functionalities.
• It avoids interference between different technologies’ sensors.

Architecture of the
Software-Defined IoT Platform

The integrated platform for the HAS should consider the continuous apparition of new technologies, which are often scenario-specific, as well
as the limits of available radio spectrum. Therefore, we propose to clearly separate higher-layer
functionalities (performing from routing to IoT
gateway functions) from radio access (which will
be common for all technologies). The desegregation of technologies suggests the virtualization of technology-dependent functionalities,
while offering openness to the IoT development.
Instead, the radio access is shared between all
the technologies, avoiding rivalry based on power
consumption. The proposed solution significantly increases energy saving, by reducing the
amount of hardware being connected, especially
by reducing the number of different gateways
(which, in general, are continuously connected
to the electric current) operating within the same
location. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the
platform integrating three different IoT technologies: ZigBee, Idsecom, and 6LoWPAN. Each
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technology is developed in a separate VM, gaining flexibility to add new technologies to the platform. Moreover, new functionalities can easily
be added to each technology, integrating any of
the layers (from routing/forwarding of packets to
advanced IoT-specific operations, e.g., registration and discovery) to adapt to specific use case
scenarios.
The virtualization platform has an important
influence on the efficiency of the system, understood as the capability of forwarding messages
and completing IoT operations. The election of
the virtualization platform and its influence on
forwarding performance are analyzed in the next
section.
The ZigBee node (ZigBee open source
stack) integrated in our platform is a coordinator node, with full functions at the medium
access control (MAC) level for constructing the
topology, capable of building one wireless personal area network (WPAN, with its own PAN
ID) and selecting the best channel (in 802.15.4
radio) to transmit. These functionalities are performed in the MAC layer and are common for
the three nodes implemented in the platform
(MAC/802.15.4 module in Fig. 1). By implementing MAC functionalities inside the nodes, these
may decide the setup of a WPAN. The ZigBee
node may contain a maximum of 240 application
objects, containing a number of functionalities
pertaining to one or more clusters, as required
by the ZigBee standard. In the case when one
scenario in a HAS needs more than 240 objects,
it is assumed that two different ZigBee nodes
(two VMs) will be implemented in the platform.
The Idsecom technology is a novel approach specially used in business and home buildings [8]
driven by forwarding the messages based on the
hierarchized IoT identifiers. The system is capa-
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Figure 2. Carried load vs. offered load (127 bytes) for 6LoWPAN node deployed over a) XEN; b) LXC tools.
ble of integrating the addressing of objects and
services, providing identifier/locator separation
with one unique addressing structure, distributing and facilitating registration and publication
of objects/services, and caching IoT information
in the network for energy saving. The functioning of this node is shown in the following sections together with analysis of the forwarding
performance. At last, the 6LoWPAN node has
the functionalities of a 6LoWPAN edge router.
Unlike the other nodes, this is application-agnostic, that is, it does not perform any operation
above the network layer. The adaptation layer
performs IPv6-to-6LoWPAN address conversion
for UDP datagrams.
Radio access is common to all the technologies and is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.
The idea is to bring all the complexity of the
radio access to the platform, while keeping the
antenna as simple as possible. The communication between the platform (containing the nodes)
and the antenna uses low-bandwidth coax cable.
The platform is in charge of preparing the baseband chip sequence to be modulated. For this
scope, the sequence formatter maps each frame
to the correspondent baseband chip sequence,
and the frame formatter performs the opposite
operation. The antenna uniquely shapes the
sequence by the half sine wave and propagates
into the air. This approach makes the cohabitation of all the technologies in the same space
possible, sharing the unlicensed spectrum.
The performance of the system is limited by
the virtualization platform, the functioning of the
three nodes, and the capacity of the antenna to
propagate the frames. In the following sections,
we provide details on the virtualization tool,
nodes, and radio access, discussing implementation issues related to them and showing measurements of the performance of these three parts of
the system.

Virtualized Platform

The virtualization environment is necessary for
scalability purposes where new technologies may
be added seamlessly onto the platform. The main
inconvenience of virtualization is the limitations
of performance (e.g., diminution of throughput
or increase of packet losses in highly loaded
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systems) due to the overhead introduced by the
virtualization tool. This overhead is considered
necessary for efficiently managing the available
resources between the network devices that are
sharing the same node (real hardware). The
limitations consist of a major barrier, especially
while operations requiring very short timescales
are taking place (i.e., the operations performed in
the data plane [forwarding of packets/ frames]).
To ensure openness and software-defined capabilities, we used a software open source virtualization environment. The software virtualization
tool should allow the physical resources of the
platform to be shared in such a way that each
node may make use of the interface with the
radio access, as well as the interface to the Internet. Two main techniques are used in software
virtualization: hardware level and operating system (OS) level. The difference between them lies
in the placement of the virtualization layer within
the device: on top of the hardware layer or above
the host OS. In hardware-level virtualization,
each virtual router uses its own operating system
kernel, offering advanced isolation to the VM.
The nonvirtualizable instructions of the guest
kernel are saved by calling the hypervisor (in the
case of paravirtualization, e.g., XEN platform) or
extending hardware functionalities for intercepting such nonvirtualizable instructions (in the case
of full virtualization).
For this purpose, OS-level virtualization
methods use the common kernel of the host OS,
which has its system calls modified to allow multiple isolated user spaces to run multiple application instances. The host kernel is responsible
for ensuring isolation (where this is feasible)
between the application instances. The instances use the normal system call interface, which
results in a reduction of the necessary overhead
for managing virtualization. The virtualization
method has a great influence on the I/O devices’
performance. At the hardware level, access to
the hardware is limited to the host kernel, which
receives requests from the virtual network interface controller (NIC) driver in the guest kernel.
Furthermore, data must be copied between guest
and host kernels, increasing the operational time
of forwarding the packet. In the opposite case,
OS-level virtualization moves virtual interfac-
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es into the VM. Then the kernel is responsible
for keeping track of the owner of each interface, which results in no additional data copying
requirements. In conclusion, OS-level methods
save overhead in terms of both use of resources and time of operation, but lose flexibility as
all the VMs must communicate with the same
kernel, which often means the installation of
the same OS in all the VMs. Flexibility is a crucial implementation parameter, since it limits
the likelihood of adding other nodes, which have
been independently developed, to the platform.
In our platform, access to a NIC connected to
a media antenna plays an important role since
the baseband sequence chip stream sent by this
interface has a high bit rate. Therefore, we investigated the effect of the virtualization methods
on the performance of our platform.
For this purpose, we performed forwarding
performance tests by installing two virtualization
tools: Xen (hardware-level virtualization) and
Linux LXC (OS-level virtualization), and over
them we implemented from one to five identical 6LoWPAN software nodes with two MAC/
Ethernet interfaces. The tester (Spirent TestCenter equipped with CM-1G-D4 card) and the
platform were connected by two 1 Gb/s Ethernet links in ring topology. The tester generated
IPv6 127-byte packets (UDP datagrams). The
selection of 127-byte packet length comes from
the fact that 802.15.4 radio maximum transmission unit (MTU) is 127 bytes, so the nodes will
work with this range of packet size. The generated packets were tagged with one of five different VLAN tags, which are used in the platform
to distinguish the node that should process the
packet (at the MAC/ Ethernet layer). We set up
the nodes to forward IPv6 traffic arriving from
one interface to the second after querying the
routing table and adapting the IPv6 address to
the 802.15.4 address format. The platform was
developed over Wanboard with a Freescale
i.MX6 Quad processor and attached hard disk
drives — SATA II, supplementary Ethernet card
IEEE 1588, and extended memory. The Xen version was 4.1.2 with host kernel 2.6.56. This version is a little older than current ones; however,
it is lighter than current versions, which is suitable for our hardware. The Linux LXC installed
was the stable 1.0 version. Figure 2 presents the
traffic forwarded back to the tester (carried load)
for increasing load of offered traffic. The results
present the scenarios when 1–5 6LoWPAN
nodes are implemented within the platform. The
throughput of the platform can be obtained from
the figure as the highest load value where carried
load and offered load coincide in each test. The
tests were performed 8 times in order to obtain
confidence intervals, which resulted in lower than
20 percent of the mean values at the 95 percent
confidence level in all the tests. For clarity purposes, we do not show the confidence intervals
in the figure.
The results in Fig. 2 confirm that the OS-level
virtualization method (Linux LXC) is more effective than hardware-level virtualization. For the
studied packet length, LXC overcomes almost
three times as many XEN forwarding functionalities. Moreover, it is important to observe that
the performance decreases for a higher number
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Figure 3. Exemplary network topology of an ID-layer-capable system.
of software nodes competing for the resources. This means that the platform may take in a
maximum number of nodes due to the increase
of overhead into the virtualization system. The
number of nodes that can operate within the
platform depends on the hardware selected and
the virtualization tool. However, the throughput of 5 nodes is higher than 150 Mb/s, which is
several orders of magnitude higher than normal
IoT traffic load. Even if XEN allows for lower
forwarding performance in the nodes, we select
this platform for deploying a number of different technologies (ZigBee, Idsecom, 6LoWPAN),
since XEN allows implementation of the own
kernel space in each node, which offers a high
deployment flexibility, as indicated above. In
general, the modules over the network layer (i.e.,
application layer) have been implemented in the
user space since they do not require a very fast
reaction, whereas the network and MAC have
been deployed in the kernel because the operations performed in these layers require very short
timescales (Fig. 1).

Idsecom Node:
Exemplary Clean Slate Technology

In our implementation, we developed a novel
node (called the Idsecom1 node) that is capable
of forwarding Idsecom frames based on IoT identifiers instead of network addresses. The implementation of such a forwarder is an example of
the possibilities of our platform when integrating
new solutions and technologies. An IoT identifier
is a label describing the location and name of an
object together with the name of the required
service, as presented in Fig. 3. An extended
explanation of this concept was provided in [8].
The Idsecom node fits the intelligent buildings
topology well, where sensors/actuators are located in areas of the building following an established hierarchy. The node uses this topology for
addressing the frames, so service composition
has no need to translate identifiers to network
addresses. Other characteristics of the presented solution is that the identifier of the service is
integrated into the network address, avoiding the
necessity of an extra layer (in ZigBee this functionality is performed by the application objects
layer) and the possibility of introducing caching
of IoT information into the nodes, which increas-

1

Idsecom is for Identifier-Based Secure Communication.
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es energy saving in the objects.
The address of each network node, object,
or service is formed as the concatenation of all
labels beginning from the root node separated
by a full stop character (Fig. 3). All nodes form
a tree topology with eight levels, including end
nodes and services offered by them (enough in
HAS). Each level is addressed by four ASCII
characters. For example, in Fig. 3, one light
service has addresses .bu01.fl02.ro01.li03.swon
corresponding to root_building01_floor02_
room01_light03_switch on. The symbol “*”
is reserved and used for broadcast addressing.
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Figure 4. Exemplary network topology of ID layer capable system; frame loss
ratio vs. offered load for a) ZigBee; b Idsecom; c) 6LoWPAN nodes.
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Idsecom nodes perform a number of IoT-specific
operations.
Registration of New Objects and Services:
The registration is performed only in the Idsecom node attached to the new object/service and
will not be propagated to the whole network.
Since the address of the new object/service will
contain identification of the location, the applications searching the new object/service will query
the Idsecom node of that location.
Resolution of Objects and Services Attached
to Given Idsecom Node: The nodes develop a
communication process for making the information about objects and services accessible whenever any application requires it.
Publication of Services: The Idsecom node
maintains information about objects/services registered and may interoperate with third party discovery platforms (e.g., Xively™).
The definition of the procedures for IoT operations together with the frame format for these
procedures may be found in [8]. One of the most
interesting features of Idsecom nodes is the possibility of caching the information of the IoT services at the network layer of the Idsecom nodes,
which is possible since the address of the frames
contains the name of the service. A parameter
indicating the validity time of the information is
also attached to the cached information.
In the wireless network (802.15.4) the Idsecom frames are propagated by using a dedicated
PAN ID address, as with any other technology.
The forwarding layer of an Idsecom node keeps
track of the Idsecom sensors’ (802.15.4) addresses and maps Idsecom frame addresses to their
own PAN addresses.
The aforementioned functionalities have been
implemented as modules (and databases) in user
and kernel space of Linux OS (Fig. 1). The operations implemented in kernel space are related
to forwarding and caching, which use databases
for comparing addresses of the child nodes and
for caching IoT information, respectively. IoT
operations (registration, discovery) are deployed
in user space.
The tests performed on the platform compare
the forwarding capabilities of an Idsecom node
with ZigBee and 6LoWPAN nodes, all three
deployed on the XEN virtualization tool. Once
again, the platform and the Spirent TestCenter are connected in a ring topology, so the two
interfaces of the platform are 1 Gb/s Ethernet
(the radio access is not tested here). The three
nodes forward technology-specific frames from
one interface to the other after performing all
the operations at the MAC and network layers.
At the MAC/Ethernet layers, the nodes identify
the packets by VLAN tags. In the network layer,
the ZigBee node only forwards packets, whereas
the Idsecom node analyzes the IoT identifier and
maps the identifier to an 802.15.4 address after
querying the routing table. At last, 6LoWPAN
node adapts the IPv6 address to the 802.15.4
address and forwards the frame to the outgoing
interface. The frame loss ratios for increasing
traffic load offered to each node are presented
in Fig. 4. All the nodes have similar loss patterns:
the loss ratio rises linearly through higher values of offered load (around 350 kb/s). The linear
increase of loss is due to the fact that the load
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carried by the node remains constant when the
offered traffic increases.
Idsecom node results show the cases when
the IoT identifiers have two, four, and six levels
(in the Idsecom hierarchy). Longer IoT identifiers cause longer routing operations due to
more complex queries to the tables. However,
the performance of an Idsecom node does not
differ much from other nodes, which validates
the Idsecom implementation from the forwarding efficiency point of view. The three forwarding nodes (BigBee, Idsecom, and 6LoWPAN)
host around 140 Mb/s throughput, which is much
higher than the necessary throughput for communicating with devices by radio access (which is
shown below). This undoubtedly leads us to conclude that the presented virtualization solution
hosting the different technologies’ nodes is suitable for communicating with the devices in HAS.

Access to Radio

The access to the radio space is shared by all
the nodes of the platform. The idea is to keep
the antenna hardware as simple as possible, and
in terms of cost as cheap as possible, while the
whole complexity rests with the programmable
platform. The platform containing the virtual
nodes composes a sequence of ones and zeros,
which is the result of the mapping of raw data
into chip sequence and is generally called baseband chip sequence. This mapping results in a
high overhead of the information sent to the
antenna, so the raw data rate equal to 250 kb/s
required in 802.15.4 transmissions needs several
megabits per second connection between platform and antenna (note that 4 bits correspond
to 32 chip values without counting baseband
overhead). To this end, it is important to remark
that such a bit rate may be served by coax cable
without the necessity of using fiber, which reduces the cost of the solution. The baseband chip
sequence also contains the physical layer protocol data unit (PPDU) for synchronization at
the receptor’s side. The PPDU, in turn, contains information about the length of the data
included in the frame. The antenna receives the
baseband chip sequence and shapes it by the
half-sine pulse factor and spreads the signal into
the medium (modulation and amplification of
signal power are the functionalities of the antenna). The modulation in the antenna follows the
802.15.4 standard for the 2.4 GHz unlicensed frequency range. Concretely, the frames are modulated with offset quadrature phase shift keying
(O-QPSK). The main objective of the common
antenna is to reduce interference between different systems using the same frequency range.
In our platform most of the technologies may be
developed sharing the radio medium in a seamless way. Thus, we avoid the complications of
different small devices creating private networks
in the same place by using the unlicensed radio
spectrum (especially when many of the channels
are interfered by WiFi transmission).
The modules (located in the platform) that
send and receive the baseband chip sequence
and control the access to the antenna have been
developed as Linux Fedora modules on the XEN
dom0 (hypervisor). From the sensors, the baseband chip sequence is queued into the kernel
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stack from the NIC interrupt handler (Fig. 1).
If there is not enough space in the queue, the
sequence gets dropped. In the next step, the
whole sequence is caught by the frame formatter module, which obtains the associated
frame (the formatter uses skb function to modify the sequence). The frame is copied to the
MAC/802.15.4 modules (in each VM). It is the
responsibility of the MAC and network layers
inside the nodes to discard the frames that are
not directed to the specific node.
In the opposite direction (to the sensors),
the MAC/802.15.4 of the node queues the frame
ready to be sent to the radio interface. The
sequence formatter creates the corresponding
baseband chip sequence, which is sent to the
NIC. Let us remark that the MTU in the card
has been increased in order to permit sending
the baseband chip sequence instead of Ethernet
frames. Since the distance between platform and
antenna is always very short (some meters as a
maximum), there is no risk that network cards in
antenna and platform lose synchronization even
for long sequences of bits. The tests performed
with the antenna did not show any issue with
hardware synchronization.
The tests presented below show the limitations of the antenna to propagate information
from the nodes into the air (downlink direction).
The tests are not intended to understand the
effect of different wireless devices trying to transmit to the antenna (uplink) and the collisions
produced in this case. This is solved, in part,
by carrier sense multiple access with collision
avoidance (CSMA-CA). The test scenario consisted of the platform connected to the Spirent
TestCenter by a 1 Gb/s Ethernet link and to the
antenna by a 1 Gb/s link. The tester generates
three types of frames: ZigBee frames, Idsecom
frames, and IPv6 packets directed to the three
nodes and tagged with different VLAN identifiers for correct distribution to the nodes. All the
frames are 127 bytes long. The rate of the flows
generated in the tester increases from one test
to another. The nodes process the frames and
forward them to the interface connected to the
antenna. The frames are converted into a baseband chip sequence and sent to the NIC, which
sends it to the antenna. The antenna catches
and modulates the sequence and propagates the
signal into the air. The antenna uses different
channels for each node’s traffic by modulating
with a different carrier, which is the result of the
channel scan performed by MAC modules. At
last, a receptor located near the antenna (5 m)
converts the signal and stores the sequences that
have arrived. Analysis of the sequences that have
arrived makes it possible to understand which
frames (from which node) properly arrived at the
receptor. The proximity of the receptor together
with the isolation of the air space ensure no losses in the signal propagation.
The relation between the load offered by
the nodes and the load properly carried to the
radio receptor is presented in Fig. 5a. The figure
shows the carried traffic belonging to each one
of the nodes and the aggregate (the sum of all
the nodes). The rates shown in the figure refer
to raw data traffic, that is, we did not consider in
the analysis the first setting frames (e.g., energy
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Figure 5. Results of a) carried load; b) baseband chip sequence load vs. offered load.
scan) or other management operations during
the transmission. As we may observe, there are
no losses until 417 kb/s offered load (offered to
the three nodes in all). Each node is able to carry
around 135–145 kb/s. The difference with the 250
kb/s transmission rate proposed in the standard
is mainly due to the fact that we present only raw
data and there is other management and control traffic effectively sent by the antenna (MAC
operations). The values of carried traffic considering management and control are around 238
kb/s. The Idsecom node carries more traffic than
the other nodes. The reason is that after forwarding operations, the Idsecom frame sent to
the antenna is much shorter than the 6LoWPAN
and ZigBee frames. As a result, the relation of
data frames to management frames increases for
the Idsecom case.
Figure 5b shows the load of the baseband chip
sequence experienced in the link between antenna and platform. The baseband chip sequence
does not suffer from losses for high values of
offered load (the chip sequence rate rises linearly with the offered load). Besides this, no losses are observed in the nodes during processing
of frames (the nodes are able to forward higher rates as shown in the previous section). This
means that all the losses occur in the queue of
the antenna and are provoked by the scarce
radio spectrum resources. For 417 kb/s offered
load (three full channels), the chip sequence is
around 8.8 Mb/s. Thus, when the platform hosts
16 different nodes, filling the whole radio spectrum, the chip sequence rate would be less than
50 Mb/s. We may conclude that a 100 Mb/s link
is enough to connect the antenna and platform,
which may reduce the cost of the system.

Conclusion

This article presents a novel approach for the
development of HAS based on the integration
of different technologies’ nodes into one virtualization platform with common access to the
antenna, which is physically separated from the
platform. The interface communication with the
antenna is performed by sending baseband chip
sequence.
The results show that the virtualization of
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software nodes is suitable for HAS since the
overhead introduced by both software operations
and virtualization allows for the normal functioning of the nodes, which is mostly limited by the
access to the wireless space. The deployed platform makes it possible to integrate a high number of IoT gateways controlling wireless devices
and also fulfilling application-layer operations. In
addition, the software-oriented and virtualization
features of the platform make feasible easy integration of any new technology for IoT deployment in HASs, such as a Thread.
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